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B2B Strategies in 
an Era of Disruption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone thinks it’s time to pivot, but is it? More accurately now is the time to try something new while reinforcing brand messaging. Matthew Fanelli, SVP Digital, MNI Targeted Media will explore why it’s important to optimize all channels. For B2B companies that means using data to inform a marketing mix based on real-time live audience behavior, engagement and tracking its impact on through attribution models. 
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Today’s Host

Matthew Fanelli
SVP Digital, 
MNI Targeted Media
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Opportunity in Times of Disruption 
B2B Organizations in Select 

Countries* Experiencing 
Significant Disruption 

due to the Coronavirus, 
by Industry, April-May 2020 

(% of respondents)

*Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, 
Japan, Singapore, U.K., and U.S.

21%

28%

29%

38%

39%

41%

43%

45%

46%

46%

52%

60%

66%

Tech & telecom

Financial services

Energy & utilities

Construction & engineering

Manufacturing (FMCG & food)

Healthcare

Business & professional services

Government & nonprofit

Manufacturing (other)

Retail/wholesale

Education

Personal/consumer services

Tourism, hospitality, & the arts

Sources: eMarketer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we navigate through the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses are being forced to examine how, where and when to market themselves. It can be viewed as a reputation tightrope as businesses and brands delicately balance having a sensitive and compassionate tone with finding opportunities to remain operational in an uncertain time. It is also a time of opportunity. 
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The Acceleration of Digital
Digital interactions are twice as important 

now as they were before. 

Source: McKinsey B2B Decision Maker Pulse Survey, April 7, 2020 (n=3,619)

52
34

48
66

Traditional Sales Interactions Digital-enabled sales interactions

For the period before COVID-19, which method 
was more important to your customers? 

% of respondents 

For the period during COVID-19 (next two weeks), 
which method do you believe is more important 

to your customers? % of respondents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customers prefer interacting with B2B sellers via digital channels, with suppliers’ mobile apps and online communities increasing significantly since 2019. Buyers are 70% more likely to select companies that provide first-class digital experiences vs. those that simply provide fair ones. These include user-friendly websites, clear information on tech support and deliveries, and easy payment methods. Understanding and supplying the things that buyers value most — speed, transparency, and expertise, is vital. 
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B2B Marketing 
Strategies that 

Work During 
Uncertain Times 

1. Adapt Messaging
2. Engage Face-to-Face Virtually 
3. Try Something New 
4. Focus on Current Customers 
5. Share More Content 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When this all began, businesses flooded customers' inboxes with messages about how they were responding to COVID-19. And this was super important AT THAT MOMENT IN  TIME.  Now, the question and opportunity is what do you say, or do, next? For what it’s worth here’s what I think, keep the advertising lights on… take a close look at your current marketing strategies, and adjust them. Doing this consistently can maintain and even gain a competitive advantage.Here are five ways to pivot your B2B marketing plans to effectively position your business during the pandemic. Adapt MessagingEngage Face to Face Virtually Try Something New Focus on Current Customers Share More Content �
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1. Adapt Messaging 
MNI Targeted Media Inc. \ mni.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Adapt Your MessagingLook for ways to put your audience first by using messaging with a sensitive, relevant, authentic and compassionate tone, and make it your priority to address their needs, questions and concerns.This messaging should illustrate how you are helping customers while showing respect for the gravity of the situation. If you have a service that can help businesses save money during this time, adjust your mindset and message to be customer-centric and not filled with sales-speak.Press releases and social media posts don’t need to stop, but pivot your content to match the current tone. Consider the timing of product launches and news by gauging the news media and social conversations to make sure your announcements are relevant and appropriate for the current business environment. 
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Deliver Messaging 
on a Human Level 

Make it People, Not 
Logos—how are you 
making the recipient’s 
life/work better? 

Post with a 
Purpose—don’t 
be frivolous, share 
substance.

Be Visually Aware—
make sure imagery 
reflects the new normal.
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B2B companies have seen great success in marketing 
opportunities that pertain to awareness-driven goals. 

Sources: eMarketer, April 2020; UnboundB2B, March 2020; eMarketer Briefing, 2020; Elevation Marketing, April 2020

Success with 
Top-Funnel Tactics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important for B2B marketers to focus their efforts on how best to engage customers and position their brand in a consultative way during these challenging times.  
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2. Engage Face-to-Face, 
Virtually 

MNI Targeted Media Inc. \ mni.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. Engage Face To Face VirtuallyIf you were planning to invest money into trade shows or other on-site events that have since been canceled or postponed, consider investing that budget into virtual events-like this one. By using virtual meeting programs such as Zoom or Google Meet, you can reformat in-person events into engaging virtual gatherings. Hosting or attending virtual events and webinars is a quick, interactive, efficient and effective option for connecting in real time with your customers and prospects.
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B2B marketers are turning to online platforms, 
including LinkedIn Events, to generate more leads 
and increase ROI.  

What We’ve Seen So Far

Sources: eMarketer, April 2020; UnboundB2B, March 2020; eMarketer Briefing, 2020; Elevation Marketing, April 2020

While there is still some doubt, 60% of U.S. B2B decision 
makers believe that this new sales model is more effective 
in engaging customers than models used before COVID-19.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LinkedIn’s latest solution integrates their Event and Live platforms, allowing companies to livestream video events that can be shared through direct invites, targeted ads, or discovered organically. B2B companies with a strong LinkedIn presence will benefit from this new way to host marketing events online.   
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Nielsen’s report on the growth of media consumption 
during crisis said that staying home can lead to almost 

a 60% increase in the amount of content watched.

Increased Video Consumption 
During Social Distancing 

Source: Staying Put: Consumers Forced Indoors During Crisis Spend More Time On Media, Nielsen, 2020. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the results of more people having to self-isolate will be an increased demand for home entertainment. Video consumption is growing day-to-day. Streaming CTV/OTT, linear, and DVR recordings are seeing daily increases.�For the entire month of March, there were 28,787 national TV airings – nearly double the amount of the previous year. This gain is due to the launch of new services, like Disney+ and Apple TV+, and increased airings due to COVID-19.Digiday reported that the cancellation of sports is leading advertisers to consider redirecting their linear TV investments to other inventory controlled by the TV networks (e.g. their streaming platforms), pausing their TV spending until games resume. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to some interesting live streaming experiments. The World Health Organization is now streaming on TikTok. Musicians have held free live streaming concerts. Celebrities have live streamed themselves reading children’s books. The Metropolitan Opera started streaming encore performances for free. Some streaming services lifted their paywalls or extended free trials.Source: eMarketer, 2020.  

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2020/staying-put-consumers-forced-indoors-during-crisis-spend-more-time-on-media/
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What We’ve Seen So Far

Sources: eMarketer, April 2020; UnboundB2B, March 2020; eMarketer Briefing, 2020; Elevation Marketing, April 2020

B2B marketers are 
reallocating their 2020 
event budgets toward 

the digital space. 

Budget Allocations
 Highly targeted digital (43%)
 Webinars/digital events (40%)
 Search advertising (33%)
 Paid social (27%) 
 SEO (20%) 
 Lead gen industry 

vertical websites (17%).
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3. Try Something New
MNI Targeted Media Inc. \ mni.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. Redirect Marketing Spending To Expand Your Virtual Exposure
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Sales leaders should focus on providing strong 
digital interactions, reconstructing the customer 
experience, and positioning sellers across 
channels to provide continued support. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. Redirect Marketing Spending To Expand Your Virtual ExposureIn order to succeed during this time, sales leaders should focus on providing strong digital interactions, reconstructing the customer experience, and positioning sellers across channels to provide continued support. As you reallocate advertising spends, consider leveraging digital advertising to grow your brand presence and business online. Social media ads can help drive consistent messaging to your current customers, network and prospects. With people currently spending more time at home and online, now is the time to jump into digital ads if you haven't yet. Not only can ads help you build brand awareness, but they also can capture new leads and help you build your email marketing list. To get even more high-quality leads, consider using LinkedIn's lead generation forms with your sponsored content on the platform.You can also work on improving your business’s SEO. Invest in your SEO so you can improve your organic rankings now and be better positioned when the pandemic is over. With so many people online, this is a critical component of keeping your digital real estate relevant and top of mind.
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U.S. Internet Users, by Device (in Millions)

*Mobile includes smartphones and tablets. Source: eMarketer, 2018. 

36.8 40.9 44.8 47.7 50.5 53.2 55.7
26.9 25.6 23.5 21.7 21.1 21 21

205 208.1 211.5 214.6 216.3 217.2 218.1

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Mobile*-only internet users Desktop/laptop-only internet users Dual desktop/laptop and mobile* internet users

268.8 274.6 279.7 284.0 287.9 291.4 294.8

The Art of Data and Targeting 
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Personalization
90% of U.S. consumers find marketing personalization 
very or somewhat appealing. 

Timeliness
92% of marketers feel strongly that their customers 
and prospects expect personalized experiences.

Results
86% of marketers have seen a measurable lift in business 
results from their personalization campaigns.

Sources: 2020 Report by Evergage(a Salesforce company) https://www.evergage.com/resources/ebooks/trends-in-personalization-survey-report

The Power of Search  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PERSONALIZATION: 90% of U.S. consumers find marketing personalization very or somewhat appealing. January 2019 https://www.statista.com/topics/4481/personalized-marketing/98% of marketers say personalization advances customer relationships—2020 Report by Evergage(a Salesforce company) https://www.evergage.com/resources/ebooks/trends-in-personalization-survey-report/�TIMELINESS: 92% of marketers feel strongly that their customers and prospects expect personalized experiences: 2020 Report by Evergage https://www.evergage.com/resources/ebooks/trends-in-personalization-survey-report/“90% of consumers say that messages from companies that are not personally relevant to them are 'annoying.” August 2019, Forbes “90% of consumers say that messages from companies that are not personally relevant to them are 'annoying.RESULTS: 86% of marketers have seen a measurable lift in business results from their personalization campaigns. 2020 Report by Evergage https://www.evergage.com/resources/ebooks/trends-in-personalization-survey-report/

https://www.evergage.com/resources/ebooks/trends-in-personalization-survey-report/
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Social Tactics

Sources: Convince and Convert, 2020, MNI Targeted Media. .

Inform your 
consumers through 

easy-to-identify social 
bio updates and 

sensitive messaging. 

 Increased Desktop Reach 
 Sensitive Messaging
 Change Bios 
 Adjusted Creative
 User Generated Content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased Desktop Reach with consumers stuck at home, many are using laptops or desktop computers more, with many social apps seeing large decreases in sign-ins. Ensuring that visuals work for all screens is imperative. Sensitive Messaging Social platforms are flagging ads that are viewed as being opportunistic during the crisis. Messaging must be genuine and informative for consumers and platforms alike. Change Bios Many consumers open a brand’s social page to view topline details about the company, including operational details. If your brand has limited operational capacity, online only shopping, reduced hours, etc. that needs to be showcased in the company social bios.  Adjusted Creative Imagery depicting gatherings, crowds, and large groups looks tone-deaf during a time of promoted distancing. Brands should seek to use creative that illustrates the current social distancing necessity.  User Generated Content As brands look to incorporate social distancing relevant content, they should seek to utilize User Generated Content (UGC) as well. Not only does that provide socially distant imagery as consumers are all stuck at home, it also boosts engagement as consumers vie to have their content shared.
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4. Focus on 
Current Customers 

MNI Targeted Media Inc. \ mni.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4. Focus On Current CustomersLasering in on your current customers has never been as important as it is right now. 
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Be present. Listen to your existing customers. 
Find out what your customers are doing and saying 
by monitoring their behavior and sentiments, 
as they relate to your industry or brand, 
on social media channels. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be present. Listen to your existing customers. Find out what your customers are doing and saying by monitoring their behavior and sentiment, as it relates to your industry or brand, on social media channels. You may uncover a new problem your business can solve or find an opportunity to communicate something that your loyal customer base desperately needs.
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Empathetic Messaging 
that Matters

 How can we help our existing customers?
 Can we offer more products and services?
 Can we offer them discounted rates or additional value?
 What partnerships can we make to improve 

our products and services?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s also critical for your business to show empathy and put customers first with every communication. Not sure where to start? Consider these questions:
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5. Share More Content 
MNI Targeted Media Inc. \ mni.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5. Share More Content — And Make Sure It's AppropriateAs traffic on both new and social platforms surges with more people at home, a strong content marketing plan is crucial.
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Content should revolve around the value your 
product or service provides and how customers will 
benefit when they are ready to purchase. Remember 
to keep the focus on helping people so it doesn't look 
like you're bragging or being self-serving.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Businesses can provide value and help during stressful events. Let your brand tell your story by leaning into the human side of your business. For example, share more personal and charitable stories to become more connected with your audience. Also, using employee-generated content is a sincere approach to humanizing your business during the pandemic. For example, MNI is showcasing small businesses important to our employees on LinkedIn and Social – we hope this let’s individuals know we are listening and care. Content should revolve around the value your product or service provides and how customers will benefit when they are ready to purchase. Remember to keep the focus on helping people so it doesn't look like you're bragging or being self-serving.As we maneuver through this crisis, don't pause your marketing plans. A strategic pivot with a global consciousness and tact can be your guide to continuing brand awareness and outreach during this new marketing landscape. 
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Customer Journey Prerequisites: 

Be Consistent. Be Nimble. 

Source: McKinsey & company 

Agile marketing, 
a strategy that uses 

data and analytics, allows 
brands to pivot their 

marketing in real time 
based on current trends. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With 86% of traditional marketing teams agreeing that they struggle to align tactics to business objectives when moving quickly, it’s vital for B2B marketers to turn to an agile model to speed up the decision-making process and quickly launch new to maximize ROI. Agile marketing, a strategy that uses data and analytics, allows brands to pivot their marketing in real time based on current trends.  In a world where people decide whether to abandon a web page after three seconds and Quicken Loans gives an answer to online mortgage applicants in less than ten minutes, eight weeks for an email test pushes a company to the boundaries of irrelevance. For many large incumbents, however, such a glacial pace is the norm.Demystifying agile marketingWe’ve all heard how digital technology allows marketers to engage in innovative new ways to meet customers’ needs far more effectively. But taking advantage of the new possibilities enabled by digital requires incumbents’ marketing organizations to become much nimbler and have a bias for action. In other words, they have to become agile.Agile, in the marketing context, means using data and analytics to continuously source promising opportunities or solutions to problems in real time, deploying tests quickly, evaluating the results, and rapidly iterating. At scale, a high-functioning agile marketing organization can run hundreds of campaigns simultaneously and multiple new ideas every week. The truth is, many marketing organizations think they’re working in an agile way because they’ve adopted some agility principles, such as test and learn or reliance on cross-functional teams. But when you look below the surface, you quickly find they’re only partly agile, and they therefore only reap partial benefits. For example, marketing often doesn’t have the support of the legal department, IT, or finance, so approvals, back-end dependencies, or spend allocations are slow. Or their agency and technology partners aren’t aligned on the need for speed and can’t move quickly enough. Simply put: if you’re not agile all the way, then you’re not agile.There are a number of prerequisites for agile marketing to work. A marketing organization must have a clear sense of what it wants to accomplish with its agile initiative (e.g., which customer segments it wants to acquire or which customer decision journeys it wants to improve) and have sufficient data, analytics, and the right kind of marketing-technology infrastructure in place. This technology component helps marketers capture, aggregate, and manage data from disparate systems; make decisions based on advanced propensity and next-best-action models; automate the delivery of campaigns and messages across channels; and feed customer tracking and message performance back into the system. (It should be noted that the tech tools don’t have to be perfect. In fact, it can be a trap to focus on them too much. Most companies actually have a surfeit of tools.)Another crucial prerequisite is sponsorship and stewardship of the shift to agile by senior marketing leaders. They provide key resources and crucial support when the new ways of working encounter inevitable resistance.
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Today’s professionals are moving targets. 
Be prepared to respond to new patterns 
and WFH realities.

Precision Targeting

B2B companies should focus on their Account Based 
Marketing (ABM) strategy to refine who they’re targeting, 
and the messages being sent. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ABM concentrates sales and marketing resources on a clearly defined set of target accounts within a market using personalized campaigns. This allows companies to connect with key decision-makers across various sectors when they’re most likely to make purchase decisions. 
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Counter Programming 
Content consumption 
patterns are different 

now—there are 
fewer disruptions. 

Best Practices 
are Changing 
 Financial: 10:00p 

(was 10:00a)
 Higher Ed: 8:00p-10:00p 

(was overnight)
 Healthcare: 9:00p 

(was overnight) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember schedules and routines are different now. Fewer disruptions. by “coworker, no commutes, no gym time etc.Now is the time to test new formats and times. When someone goes online shopping or grocery shopping is different now as we all balance working from home, dogs and family. 
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Communication Tips 
 Adjust and reevaluate campaigns and content that were 

scheduled before the pandemic.
 Ensure that messaging is empathetic, and that language 

and visuals reflect the current world.
 Create helpful content to educate, entertain, and inspire people.
 Add value by keeping people informed about your business 

operations, closures, or policy updates.
 Communicate your brand’s value during this critical time.
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Ready, Set, Go! 
1. Adapt Messaging—be aware of time and 

place and serve ad messaging meaningful to 
targets and authentic to brand promise. 

2. Engage Face-to-Face Virtually:
Connect with target audiences with virtual 
events and content. 

3. Be Brave—try something new: 
Consumption patterns are changing, bring video 
into the mix, Linked and social into the digital mix. 

4. Focus on Current Customers—show 
them you care. Laser in on current customers 
has and provide them with news they can use. 

5. More Content—Be seen. Be heard. Be present. 
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Thank You!

Matthew Fanelli
SVP Digital, 
MNI Targeted Media

mni.com
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